
Jet Aviation Texas, Inc. (SIC 4581) 
 
Subtenant of Jet Aviation: Raptor Air. 
 
Jet Aviation Texas, Inc. (Jet Aviation) is a worldwide Fixed-base Operator (FBO) with aircraft 
maintenance, avionics, and charter services located at its terminal at Love Field.   
 
As part of their operations, Jet Aviation performs fueling services for its customers.  Nine 
underground storage tanks (USTs) are maintained: seven with Jet A fuel (5-12,000 gallons, and 2-
15,000 gallons), another with AvGas (12,000 gal capacity), and a 1,000 gallon tank fro waste fuel.  
These tanks are tested for tightness annually.  In addition, three fuel tanker trucks ( 1@6000 gals., 
1@5000 gals) are in service holding Jet A fuel while the third (1,200 gals) contains AvGas.  In July 
of 2008 a 500 gallon AST for diesel fuel was added to the fuel supply. This container is stored at the 
bermed fuel farm in secondary containment. These trucks are inspected daily.  Additional waste 
aviation fuel is stored at the fuel farm in a covered and bermed location.  This waste is picked up by 
an approved contractor.   
 
Jet Aviation performs no deicing. 
 
A paint booth is located inside the hangar.  This is for spot-spraying only.  All waste generated from 
this activity is contained and disposed of by an approved contractor.   
 
Floor drains inside hangar are connected to an oil/water separator prior to discharging into the 
municipal sanitary sewer system.   
 
 
 

Chemical Inventory 
Item Quantity/Where stored Comments 

Jet A Fuel 5-12,000 gallon, 2-15,000 gallon 
USTs 

 

AvGas 12000 gallon UST  
Waste Fuel 2 drums/outside hangar Covered, in secondary containment 

Removed by a contractor 
Waste Oil 2 drums/outside hangar Covered, in secondary containment 

Removed by a contractor 
Motor Oil 5 cases/Inside hangar/Locker Secondary containment 
Diesel  500 gallon AST Secondary containment 
Waste Fuel 1000 gallon   

  

March 2009 





Ms. Jessica Mock 
Aviation Department 
City of Dallas 

United States 

May 22, 2009 
Signatory Authority 

Dear Ms. Mock, 

This letter is to serve as certification of my signatory authorization for the Jet Aviation Texas facility here at 
Dallas Love Field. 

I am the Director of the Jet Aviation Texas facility here and as such have the signatory authority to sign the 
SWPPP, SPCC and other documents as necessary. 

Best regards, 
Jet Aviation 

Chris Todtenhausen 
Director FBO Services






